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The quality of 3D object transformation very often relies on the quality of the
matching between the two objects. Geometric considerations regarding scale, rotation
and translation, and user defined constraints are used to control the matching. Never-
theless, more complex measures regarding volumetric or topological similarity between
the shapes are more difficult to define even manually. Choosing an appropriate repre-
sentation can assist in finding more robust definitions for such measures resulting in an
enhanced and comprehensive automatic matching algorithm. In this paper we present a
hierarchal union of spheres object representation. The underlying topology of this volu-
metric representation can be defined as a distinct skeletal model, the zero alpha-shape.
This structure can then be used to find better matching and yield better transforma-
tions when complex topologies are involved. Our shape matching approach begins by
defining a hierarchical model on top of the zero alpha shape, which induces a hierarchy
on the union of spheres. Shape matching and alignment including topology and volume
constraints are solved progressively while traversing this hierarchy.
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Fig. 1. The Union of Spheres hierarchy of a molecule-type object (top) its boundary shape(middle)
and the corresponding zero alpha-shape hierarchy (bottom).

1. Introduction

Three-dimensional shape transformation is defined as the gradual change of one
three dimensional object into another. Although it has recently been a subject for
extensive research, it is still difficult to find exact measures to assess different so-
lutions. Nevertheless, most transformations begin by searching for a good match
between the two shapes. The shapes should be scaled to the same size, translated to
a common position in space and rotated so that their common features are aligned.
Only then a map is defined between the two objects’ primitives based on their
geometric closeness. However, many times there are other interesting measures be-
side geometry that define closeness of two shapes. One such important measure is
the topology of the shapes. The number of holes and gaps and their relative po-
sition inside the shapes are sometimes more important than the geometry of the
shape. Another is the distribution of mass or volume inside the objects. Moreover,
although alignment and matching are often solved by user-defined geometric con-
straints, topological or volumetric constraints are more difficult to define manually.
Geometric constraints map points on one shape to points on the other shape, but
topological constraints sometimes need to map positions and spaces outside the two
shapes (e.g. holes). Similarly, it is difficult to express a constraint that aligns whole
regions having similar genus, or whole parts having similar volumes.
To account for such capabilities it is advantageous to represent objects using a

composition of volumetric elements. In this work we chose to use spheres due to
their simplicity, and because the topology of the boundary of a union of spheres is
explicitly defined by a simple skeletal structure called the zero alpha-shape 13 (see
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Section 3 and Figure 1). We convert object in common boundary representation
using voxelization distance fields and iso-surfacing 33 30,14. The robust definition
of shape and topology in the union of spheres is utilized for the definition of a
constrained automatic matching algorithm. Consequently, when the match is found
between the two sets of spheres representing two objects, the natural transformation
between the objects is composed of interpolating the positions and radii of the
corresponding spheres.
Moreover, our object representation is hierarchical, employing multi-resolution

for object matching and transformation. The reason for using multi-resolution rep-
resentation is two-fold. First, by reducing the complexity of the objects, simpler and
more efficient solutions can be found as a first approximation and later on refined
progressively to reach a final solution. Second, when dealing with modern graphics
environments it is not always necessary to show all details during the transfor-
mation, and the possibility of transforming at low-resolution approximations can
be exploited. We use the hierarchical union of spheres first in the coarse levels of
the objects to achieve fast alignment, and produce a coarse match between the
spheres. Consequently we refine both the match and the alignment progressively as
we advance to finer level of details.
The multi-resolution structure (Figure 1) inherently supports traversal between

level of details with the same type of primitive operations that are used in trans-
formation between the two objects (i.e. sphere translation and scale). This means
both transformation and refinement of objects can be intertwined creating a truly
progressive transformation solution. Furthermore, the levels of details hold a mono-
tonic space occupancy property (see Section 4), which is the basis of preserving a
space continuity principle during the refinement. In addition, topological attributes
can be tracked across the level of details in our representation, this quality is utilized
for topology constraints used in the matching.
The matching procedure is based on a distance function combining geometric,

topological, volumetric considerations and user-defined constraints, if given. We
derive from our hierarchy a feature segmentation of the object. Topological and
volumetric attributes are located in the object and tracked across the level of details
to coarser representations. We use this information to establish a feature constrained
correspondence between the two objects at different levels of details.
The rest of this paper is composed as follows. In Section 2 we present previ-

ous work on object transformation. Section 3 describes the geometric structures
supporting the union of spheres and in Section 4 the hierarchical representation
is defined. Section 5 is where the progressive matching algorithm is detailed, and
Section 6 describes the progressive transformation. Section 7 presents results and
some implementation details. We conclude in Section 8.
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2. Previous Work

Object matching and transformation are both active fields of research. In the fol-
lowing review we concentrate mainly on the different types of representations of
3D objects 23,18 and how it affects the solutions for both the correspondence and
interpolation problems.
Representing objects using polygonal meshes has the advantage of being the

most commonly used representation in graphics today. In such a representation the
interpolation stage is usually done on the positions of the mesh points. Therefore,
the foremost difficulty is establishing correspondence between the meshes 1,24. In
such representations it is difficult to govern global shape attributes and topological
or volumetric constraints when transformation is created by using trajectories of
low-level boundary features such as points.
Another approach is to represent an object as an iso-surface or level-set of an

underlying volumetric function. For example, such function can be defined over an
existing boundary object using distance fields 31. Using this representation can pro-
vide a simple and natural transformation solution. An interpolation or optimization
is performed on the volume objective functions instead of the objects themselves,
and intermediate shapes are created by extracting iso-values 9,35,27,34,16,6. Neverthe-
less, such a representation often implies difficulties in preserving space continuity.
A large amount of work has been focused on solving this problem for example by
interpolating in the frequency domain 21,19 or warping of the two volumes 8,9,6.
A third approach, which is also the one taken in this paper, is to represent

objects using a composition of implicit surface primitives, such as skeletons 5 or
spheres 29,28,2. In such cases transformation can be achieved by interpolating the
underlying primitives. Still, the correspondence problem must be solved in order
to find which of the primitives should be interpolated 29,28. The main advantages
of using implicit primitives is that it is inherently a volumetric and not boundary,
representation of objects. This means that topology and volumetric constraints
can be defined more easily. Moreover, our union of spheres representation has a
distinct dual shape: the zero weighted alpha shape. Using the formulation found
in 13 enables a more exact definition of shapes and distances, and is simpler to
represent, manipulate, and use for topology tracking.
Correspondence between union of spheres was used in 33 to guide the inter-

polation of a voxel-type representation for morphing. The objects themselves were
created using iso-surface extraction. Hence, spheres were used only implicitly to cal-
culate correspondence and were not used as the object representation. Moreover,
there was no use of any topological or volumetric constraints, and no automatic
alignment of objects. Instead, manual guidance was advocated to define better
morphs. Level of details appeared only in the form of parameters that control the
number of spheres used in the correspondence stage. Union of spheres as the object
representation was used in a similar manner as our work for transformation in 28.
Nevertheless, no multi-resolution model was defined and no topological constraints
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used in the algorithm. Our work was motivated by 7, using the same underlying
structures and complexes (power diagram and zero alpha-shape), which support the
definition of the objects using union of spheres. Nevertheless, in 7 transformation is
achieved through casting the complex to R5 (first defining the cross of the objects
for complete matching and then for casting the dynamic deformation over time to
a static higher dimension). Each intermediate shape is attained by first projecting
the 5D complex to a 4D convex polytope and then recovering the 3D shape. This
method is fully automatic, however any local control over the result is practically
impossible. Furthermore, the method is not progressive in any manner.
Multi-resolution techniques have been used in previous mesh-morphing algo-

rithms 17,24,25 mainly as a way to re-mesh the original objects into a common inter-
polating mesh. Simpler base domains of the objects are defined and correspondence
is established at this coarse level. Later, refinement primitives map the correspon-
dence between successive levels of resolution. The grounds for using multi-resolution
in these works are similar to ours; however, mesh-based methods are limited in terms
of the possible complexity of the object’s topology and tend to concentrate on genus
zero objects. Our scheme enables the transformation of more complex objects and
in any level of detail desired.

3. Supporting Geometric Structures

The union of spheres complex had been studied extensively in 13. Using this type of
structure can help define objects, which have a skeletal structure in the form of the
zero alpha-shape. The topology of the object shape is encapsulated by the topology
of its skeleton. In this section we describe briefly the definitions of all supporting
geometric structures.

Power Diagram Given a weighted point P = (p,wp) where p ∈ IRn and wp ∈ IR,
the power distance from a point x ∈ IRn to P is defined as πP (x) = ‖p− x‖2 −wp,

where ‖p− x‖ is the Euclidean distance between p and x.
Given a set {Pi} of weighted points the Power Diagram is the tiling of the space

into convex regions where the ith tile is the set of points nearest to a vertex Pi, in
power distance metric 4 (Figure 2(b)).

Regular Triangulation The regular triangulation, or weighted Delaunay triangu-
lation, is the dual (face adjacency graph) of the power diagram, just as the Delaunay
triangulation is the dual shape of the Voronoi diagram. Vertices in the triangula-
tion are connected if and only if their corresponding weighted-Voronoi cells have a
common face (Figure 2(c)).
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 2. The combinatorial and geometric structures underlying the union of spheres (examples
shown are 2D for clarity, but are intrinsically the same in any dimension): (a) The collection
of spheres (weighted points). (b) The power diagram of the set of the weighted points. (c) The
regular triangulation. (d) The α-shape (with α = 0) of the points. (e) Partitioning of the union
of spheres induced by the power diagram. (f) The boundary of the object.

Union of spheres An object composed of a set of spheres (possibly with different
radii) is defined as a union of spheres (Figure 2(a)). The boundary of such an object
is a collection of spherical patches obtained by removing all intersections that are
enclosed in more than one sphere. These patches are in fact the boundary of the
intersection of each sphere with its Power-cell when the weight of each point (sphere
center) is defined as the square of its radius (Figure 2(e) and (f)).

Weighted Alpha Shapes A simplex s in the regular triangulation of {Pi} belongs
to the α-shape of {Pi} only if the orthogonal center (the weighted-point orthogonal
to the vertices) of s is smaller than α, (see 12 for the complete condition). The
alpha shape where α = 0, called the zero alpha-shape, include all simplices that
their orthogonal center is smaller than 0. Furthermore, the zero alpha shape is
the dual complex of the intersection space between the power diagram and the
respective union of spheres.
When examining the regular triangulation of a union of spheres using the square

of the radius as the weight of each point (sphere center), the zero alpha-shape carries
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the same topological structure of the union of spheres 13. For example, an edge
e = (u, v) belongs to the zero alpha-shape only if ∃p with wp <= 0 s.t. π(u, p) = 0
and π(v, p) = 0 which means that the two spheres centered at u and v intersect
(Figure 2(d)).

4. Multi-Resolution Union of spheres

Most multi-resolution schemes consider the boundary of the 3D shape and create
approximations, for example, by applying some surface decimation primitive (edge-
contraction, vertex removal etc.). Here we take a different approach. Since the
volumetric nature of our union of spheres representation is important in the context
of matching and transformation, we would like to have a volumetric decimation
primitive. Therefore, we consider the problem from the viewpoint of decimating
the set of weighted points that define the union of spheres rather then decimating
some triangulation of its boundary. This approach has an additional advantage
of dealing with a set of primitives of smaller cardinality because a high quality
representation of the boundary would require a dense sampling with many points
per sphere.
Roughly speaking the goal of decimating the union of spheres shape is to produce

a coarse but simpler representation of the original model that is too large for the
available computational resources.

Coarsening: Given a model M of cardinality k (number of spheres), any coarse
representation M ′ of M (written M ′ � M) is a model of cardinality k′ < k

and such that the union of M ′ contains the union of M :
⋃
M ⊂ ⋃

M ′.

Fig. 3. Coarsening relationships between three representations M1(b), M2(c), M3(d) of the union
of spheres shape M in (a). Notice the monotonic space occupancy behavior of the level of details.
The described relation is as follows : M1 � M in (b) M2 � M1 in (c) M3 � M2 in (d)

If M ′ � M (M ′ is a coarsening of M), then this relation also carries what we
define as the monotonic space occupancy property. This means the space occupied
by M is contained within the space occupied by M ′. Using this type of relation
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guarantees that there will be no parts appearing out of nowhere or disappearing into
nowhere, hence preserving the space continuity principle during resolution change.
For example, Figure 3(a-d) shows three coarse representations M1,M2,M3 of the
union of 3D spheres M . The four representations have the following relationship:

M3 � M2 � M1 � M .

In more general cases it is easy to see that the relation “ �” is transitive. This
suggests a simple and efficient way to build a multi-resolution representation of a
union of spheres by successive application of local coarsening primitives.

4.1. Vertex Clustering

General decimation schemes like edge-contraction do not preserve the Delaunay
property, which is the basis for our skeletal model. The known schemes for dec-
imation that guarantee the Delaunay property while building a multi- resolution
hierarchy 10 also do not seem appropriate in our case. This is because we do not use
the triangulation directly as our shape representation. Instead, it is used to support
the skeletal structure of the object. Hence, during decimation we must take into
account more than the modifications that occur in the triangulation itself; we must
consider the modifications that are induced to the corresponding union of spheres
shape. For this reason we consider vertex clustering on edges that are part of the
zero alpha-shape (zero-shape).
If the edge (u, v) between two weighted points u and v is a part of the zero-

shape, then the two spheres centered at u and v overlap. Therefore, they will be
good candidates for clustering. Clustering is done by removing the two vertices
from the triangulation and inserting a new one. We choose the weight and position
of the new point such that its sphere will enclose the spheres of the two replaced
spheres.
Since we are removing and inserting points to the triangulation at each deci-

mation operation, some edges in the triangulation might need to flip in order to
preserve the Delaunay property. Moreover, the zero alpha shape itself might change
after each one of those operations. For instance, the new enclosing sphere might
intersect a sphere that was too far for intersecting the two replaced spheres, and so
a new alpha edge might appear. This means the priority queue must be updated
after each operation: some edges removed and some new edges inserted.

4.2. Construction

The hierarchy construction algorithm proceeds by creating consecutive levels of
coarser approximations (Figure 1). Each level is constructed using a priority queue
(heap) of the zero alpha-shape edges according to some error norm (length of edges,
difference between area of the sphere and enclosing spheres or maximum distance
between the boundary of the spheres and the enclosing sphere). Only independent
clusterings (where both vertices are not neighbors of vertices clustered at the same
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level) are used in each level, and only until a certain tolerance in the error norm is
reached. This tolerance is gradually enlarged at coarser level of resolutions. On the
other hand, in order to guarantee the broad structure of the hierarchy, edges outside
the zero-shape are considered if a predefined minimum percent of the vertices are
not removed (very rare in practice).
The resulting hierarchical representation is based on the zero alpha structure

skeleton and the object volumetric primitives. Therefore, our hierarchy construction
is conservative in a manner that the original object shape and topological features
are preserved as much as possible (Figure 1).
The general hierarchical structure constructed using this approach could have

been a simple binary tree of nodes. However, some enclosing spheres may encircle
spheres other than the two which have been replaced in the clustering operation.
This means some nodes might have more than two children, and so we obtain a
general tree of spheres (Figure 1).

5. Matching and Alignment

Objects being transformed into each other can be positioned in a totally different
position in space, have different orientation and different scale. It is clear that align-
ment of objects can have a crucial effect on the transformation sequence calculated.
Therefore, it is customary that the objects undergo an alignment step before match
and transformation is calculated. Usually alignment is broken down to translation,
rotation and scale. In our case scaling is done uniformly, since we do not want
to lose the characteristic shapes of spheres, and since the underlying geometric
structures (power diagram and regular triangulation) are invariant to rigid body
transformations and uniform scale only.
There are several approaches to establish an alignment between two objects.

They include assuming that the objects are in some general position and are al-
ready aligned, utilizing a user-defined alignment or calculating it from some user
defined match of the objects, or using an alignment procedure. In such procedures
the translation is usually found by aligning the center of masses of the objects
( 1

N

∑N
i=1 pi), and the scale is found by transforming them to some uniform volume.

Finding the correct (or good) orientation that will assist the calculation of matching
is the difficult component in any alignment procedure. Using volumetric data (e.g.
voxels) one can use central moments to find the whole alignment. The translation
matches their centers of masses, the scale matches their volume (first moments)
and the rotation aligns their local axes (second order moments). Nevertheless, this
alignment is defined only by volumetric considerations. We found this method to
be too rigid to express different metrics or features that are defined on the objects.
Given a match between two sets of points (a mapping between points in one

set to the points in the other), one can use least square fitting methods to find
the rotation, translation and scale that minimize the distance between the sets of
points, for example, by using some singular value decomposition 3,20 (SVD). When
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mesh transformation is sought, points on the boundary of the objects should be
matched in order to retrieve the transformations. In our case, we have a skeletal
model of the objects defined by the zero alpha shape, and so we match points on
the skeleton (the centers of the spheres). However, one of the main difficulties of
creating a transformation is exactly finding such a match between points of the two
objects. Therefore, it seems we have to deal with a circular problem: a good match
is dependent on finding a good alignment, but a good alignment is dependent on
the match between the objects.

5.1. Hierarchical Matching

Most previous solutions to the alignment–match circular problem rely on user in-
tervention. This means some basic match is given to the algorithm from outside.
In contrast, our approach is fully autonomous, and takes advantage of topological,
volumetric and any given user-defined constraints that exist. The key idea is to
utilize the multi-resolution representation to create a progressive algorithm that
first finds a coarse approximation of alignment and match and then refines them
interchangeably.
The process proceeds as follows. A first approximation of alignment is found very

fast using the coarse representation of the objects. This is done by using exhaustive
search, i.e., by checking all possible matches between spheres in the two coarse
representations and selecting the one that minimizes a weighted distance function
(see Section 5.3 for the full definition of the function). This alignment is then applied
to the objects. Using the respective match between the spheres of the coarse levels
of the objects, we traverse the sub-trees of each pair of matched sphere to the next
level of detail and get two finer sets of spheres. We refine the match locally by
matching these two sets of spheres using weighted bipartite-graph matching (see
Section 5.2). Based on this finer match, the alignment itself is recalculated and
refined. We continue this process until we reach the finest or the desired level of
details.
The translation and scale are determined once by matching the center and radius

respectively of the topmost enclosing sphere of the two models (Figure 4). The only
alignment component refined is the rotation. This is also because translation and
scale are refined locally by the tranformation of spheres. This method is extremely
fast and we have found it to be effective (the measured deviations between the
enclosing sphere center and the center of mass were under 1% of the bounding box
diagonal). The scale and translation are applied to every sphere before matching or
searching for rotation. Given a match between the two sets of points composing the
current level of detail in the two objects, we use SVD to find the rotation matrix
that minimizes the distance between the points (Figure 5).
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Fig. 4. First scale and translation alignment is calculated(up): (a) The topmost coarse sphere
representation (b) computes the bounding spheres of the objects. (c) Bounding spheres are scaled
to the same size and (d) their centers aligned creating two objects in the same position and scale.
Next, we find first rotation approximation (bottom). Exhaustive search of all possible matches
is performed, and for each match the best rotation is found using SVD. All the rotations are
compared in terms of the cost of the aligned match and the best one is chosen and applied to the
objects (black box).

5.2. Bipartite Matching

The matching of two sets of spheres in each new level of detail is done using a
bipartite graph. Each node in the graph represents a sphere and each edge between
nodes has a weight representing a combination of the power distance between the
spheres, the topology and volume distance, and user defined constraints (see Sec-
tion 5.3 for the full definition of the weights of the edges). Given two sets of spheres
A and B, we are looking for two well defined functions (not necessarily bijective)
fa : A → B and fb : B → A. We reduce the weighted match problem to the mini-
mum weight bipartite matching graph problem 32. We solve this problem by solving
the equal linear assignment problem 22. The importance of establishing the widest
possible match is in the fact that matching is established between similar level of
details of the objects. This means all spheres are equally important to the object’s
representation, hence, minimizing many-to-one matches is essential.
Because we are using a distance metric that is direction independent the match-
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Fig. 5. Progressively refining the rotation and match: (a) the pairs matched in previous level are
traversed to a finer level of detail sub-tree (b) (c). Then a bipartite graph match is performed to
match the two sub-sets of spheres (d). Next, rotation is refined again using SVD (e). This process
continues until the desired level of detail is reached.

ing algorithm is symmetric. Without loss of generality assume that |A| > |B|. We
build a bipartite graph between A and B by calculating the weighted distance be-
tween every two nodes. If the distance exceeds some predefined treshold, we assign
no edge between the two nodes. However, since the original algorithm assumes a full
graph, we fill the missing edges with virtual edges of infinite weight. We follow the
minimum-weight bipartite graph matching algorithm 32 to arrive at a first match.
Then, we remove from the graph all (non-virtual) edges of nodes matched in A and
restart the algorithm. We continue until all spheres in A have a matching sphere
in B. If at the end of this process there are spheres in B that remain without a
matching sphere in A, we insert back all their edges, switch the role of A and B and
restart this process again. fa(s) will be defined as the first sphere in B that was
paired with s, and the opposite for fb(s). We assume that all nodes have at least
one non-virtual edge connecting it to the other set, and so this process will converge
and define the two mapping functions fa and fb. It is clear that there could exist
many-to-one matches in fa and fb following our algorithm however many-to-many
matches are non-existent. In terms of transformation this does not pose any diffi-
culty, and it only means that in the next progressive iteration we need to match
several sub-trees to a single sub-tree.
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5.3. Geometric, Topological, Volumetric and User Constraints

We define a distance Wi,j between pairs of spheres (si, sj) which is also the weight
of the edge between the two spheres si and sj in the bipartite graph. Thus, the
distance function for a given match between two sets of spheres is the sum of the
distances of all pairs of spheres in the match:

F (match) =
∑

match(si,sj)

Wi,j

The distanceWi,j is a weighted sum of four factors: the power-distance between
the two weighted points of the spheres (π(pi, qj)), the topological dissimilarity of
their two sub-trees (Dt), the absolute difference in volumes (Vi, Vj), and the user
defined constraints factor (fu):

Wi,j = C1π(pi, qj) + C2Dt(si, sj) + C3|Vi − Vj |+ C4fu(i, j)

The smaller the weight Wi,j is, the ”closer” the spheres si and sj are. For the
bipartite graph if the weight is larger than some given tolerance, the edge is not
inserted to the graph altogether. This prevents the matching of distant spheres.
Hence, isolated spheres will migrate and be matched to their optimal matching
sphere from the other object.
Volume differences are calculated either at the finest resolution and aggregated

up in the hierarchy, or rather |radius3
i − radius3

j | is used as an approximation.
User defined constraints (if used) are given by selecting two spheres that should
be matched. This can be done in any level of resolution but is mostly used in the
finest level. The correlation is then diffused through the levels of resolution from
child to parent. Let sa and sb be two user constrained spheres, and assume w.l.g.
that si � sa, then fuser(i, j) is 1 if sj � �sb, and 0 if sj � sb.
For topology constraint we use the betti numbers of simplicial complexes. A

betti number is a signature of the complex topology. In 3D betti numbers β0, β1, β2

define respectively the number of components, number of holes and number of
voids (enclosed spaces) of the simplical complex 11. In our case, the topology of
the union of spheres is homotopy equivalent to the zero alpha shape. Therefore,
we compute the topological signature of each sphere in each level. The signature is
composed of the betti numbers representing the topological signature of the finest
level union-of-spheres included in its sub-tree using the zero alpha-shape.
We compute the topological signature of the spheres in a top-down manner after

the hierarchy is built. The key observation for using such topological information
is that following the monotonic space occupancy attribute of our hierarchy, β1 and
β2 of the spheres are monotonically increasing traversing from the bottom of the
hierarchy to the top. This means that if a sphere includes a topological hole or
a void in its sub-tree, then any parent of this sphere will also include this hole
or void (without a formal proof). In other words, the topological information is
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accumulating while moving to coarser levels. This makes this information valuable
for progressive shape matching. Furthermore, we utilize this principle to minimize
the time consuming computation of the topological signatures in a sphere. The top
down computation ceases in any level when we reach a sphere s where β1(s) = 0
and β2(s) = 0 since it means no new holes or voids will be found in s sub-tree. The
reason we refrain from using β0 is that such hierarchical monotonic behavior does
not apply to β0. Note also that β0 represents the number of connected components
and most objects we deal with have only a single connected component. In any
case, it is much more difficult to find a way to utilize β0 and it is left for future
work.
Using β1 and β2 we can define a dissimilarity measure between two spheres s1

and s2. The smaller this measure is, the larger the similarity in terms of topology
is. Given weighting constants wβ

1 and wβ
2 it is defined as:

Dt(s1, s2) = wβ
1 |β1(s1)− β1(s2)|+ wβ

2 |β2(s1)− β2(s2)|

6. Progressive Match and Transformation

The whole progressive algorithm for solving the correspondence and alignment prob-
lems simultaneously can be outlined as follows:

• Find scale and translation using two coarsest spheres
• Find first rotation approximation in the finest coarse representation possi-
ble (by checking all possible matches)

• Iterate until the desired (or finest) level of detail reached:
– For each matching pair (could be one to many) refine to next level of
detail and collect the two fine resolution sphere sets

– Build a bipartite graph and solve minimal weight bipartite matching
– Use SVD to find the rotation using all the new matched spheres
– Apply the new rotation and iterate again

Using the hierarchical spheres representation allows one to transform objects
in any level of detail desired. Many times there is not enough time to calculate
the finest transformation between objects, and many times the objects will not
be displayed in the finest resolution. Our algorithm can provide an extremely fast
coarse transformation and refine progressively while performing the transformation.
The reason for this is the fact that both resolution change and shape transformation
using hierarchical union of spheres are performed using the same set of operations,
namely interpolation of sphere centers and radius, and global rotation.
Let M1 be a coarse representation of the union of spheres representation of

some object M . Let S ∈ M1 be a sphere. M2 is a refinement of M1, i.e. M1 �
M2. Let S0, S1, . . . , Sk ⊂ M2 be all the immediate child spheres in the sub-tree
of S. We can define a transformation from S to each Si 0 ≤ i ≤ k, using two
components: the translation of S’s center to Si center and the scale of the radius.
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This transformation is also invertible and would allow seamless change between
levels of details (Geomorph) of the union of spheres in both directions.
Therefore, when a progressive shape transformations is required, each sphere

has to combine several transformations together along its path:

• The transformation defining the mapping from one object space to the
other (the global scale, translation and rotation).

• The transformation from coarse level of detail to fine level of detail (trans-
lation and radius scale only)

• The transformation of each sphere to the matched sphere in the other object
(translation and scale)

• The accumulation of any rotation refinement due to resolution change.

7. Results

For most of our tests we used either an IBM Intellistation 900 mhz. machine, or
an Intel Pentium 750 mhz. . All shape transformations executions (the largest of
which is around 1K spheres) stayed below 1.5 minutes.
All code including the hierarchy construction and matching was implemented

in C++. In order to maintain the 3D Delaunay triangulation and to calculate the
betti numbers of a shape, we have used Mucke’s implementation 26. The weighted
bipartite graph matching followed Tarjan algorithm 32, and was implemented as an
instance of the linear assignment problem (LAP).
Figures 6 to 10 show some results of running our algorithm on union of sphere

shapes. We configured the distance weights C1,C2,C3,C4, (Section 5.3) to obtain
the following results as follows: in cases involving topological similarity (e.g. Figure
7) we increased the topology component (C2) in the distance metric. In cases where
user defined constraints were specified (Figure 11) we increased (C4). Otherwise
these weights were set to zero and the distance was set by geometry (C1) and
volume (C3) only.
The U-R and A-R sequences show correct alignment and rotation which is found

automatically by our algorithm: rotating by 180 degrees if needed (U-R) or remain-
ing in the same position (A-R). Figures 8 and 9 compares the transformation
results with and without topology constraints. In figure 10 we show the trans-
formation between two union of spheres shapes extracted from boundary mesh
represented objects. We conclude with the flower sequences (Figure 11 and 12)
which show how the use of topological constraints arrives at correct correspondence
and performs a much better transformation that preserves the shape of complex
parts of the objects (the petals of the flower).

8. Conclusion & Future Work

This work presented the hierarchical union of spheres representation for 3D objects.
This representation is the basis for devising a new approach for dealing with complex
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Fig. 6. A sequence transforming a ’U’ shape to an ’R’ shape in three different resolutions. The colors
indicate the matching of respective balls. The rotation motion found in the coarse representation
is along the direction of view (inside the page). Note that the coarse representations preserve the
objects shapes. This fact is important since our algorithm finds alignment and correspondence
following the hierarchical representations.

Fig. 7. A sequence transforming an ’A’ shape to an ’R’ shape. Our algorithm automatically
detects the topological holes in the ’A’ and ’R’ upper parts and sets a correspondence between
them. Hence, the transformation contains only a small scale and translation.

3D shape transformations. The choice of hierarchical volumetric representation that
contains a distinct topological skeleton, the zero alpha-shape, enabled the definition
of topological constrained progressive algorithm for 3D object transformation.
There are many future directions we would like to pursue. The first is utiliza-

tion of the topology information to define more rigid assurances, for example, that
the topology will not change in certain cases, which is currently not guaranteed.
Other types of constraints such as volume preserving constraints could be easily
incorporated into our framework and extend its capability.
One of the major drawback in the hierarchical matching is that the topmost

coarsest match restricts each pair’s sub-trees to be matched to each other. The
whole match is extremely dependent on the first match found, and this in turn is
dependent on the hierarchy structure, which many times is somewhat arbitrary.
We would like to enable possible migration of spheres from one set to another even
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Fig. 8. A match and transformation sequence without topological constraints between two objects
with topological holes at two levels of details. The transformation rotates the object along the
y-axis. The amount of topological features that alter is 4 = (3− 1) + (2− 0) (two holes disappear
and three holes transform to one).

Fig. 9. A match and transformation sequence between the same figures of Figure 8 with topological
constraints creates a different match and transformation that rotates the object along the z-axis (in
the direction of view). Topology constraints map the two bottom holes at the left figure to the three
top holes on the right figure minimizing the total betti number difference to 2 = (3− 2)+ (1− 0),
which is better than the sequence in Figure 8. Note also the colored match and transformation at
the coarser level of detail. The holes are enclosed by spheres at this level. Hence, the correspondence
between topological holes is performed by simply matching between the enclosing spheres.

across sub-tree boundaries, when the weight of the match is too large.
Lastly for rendering and animation purposes we would like to be able to convert

the union of spheres representation to smooth surfaces efficiently. As stated earlier,
this process already has several solutions, although they are somewhat slow for any
practical use in real-time rendering.
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Fig. 10. Transformation between pawn and queen including sphere extraction from original mesh
and implicit surface extraction back to the mesh (bottom)

Fig. 11. Three sequences of matching and transforming between two flowers having five holes at
their petals. The top row uses only geometric proximity to match between the flowers. It can
be seen that the transformation does not preserve the petals. The middle row adds some user
constraints thus improves the final result. The bottom row uses topological constraints with no
user constraints and manages to fully match and preserve the shape of petals.
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